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ABSTRACT

Vuign c.on.6ide.Jr..a.-tion.6 and a..t-Lgnme..n:t :te..c.hniquu Me..d in :the.. mounting and in.6:ta1.i.a.tion
On :the.. LAMPF Ac.c.ueJ1..a:toJz. :tank..6 Me.. duc.Jz.ibe..d. Exte..n.6ive.. Me.. 06 la.6eJ1.. a..t-Lgnme..n:t e..quipme..n:t
along wah optic.al :tooling and line..M :tooling :tapu WeJ1..e.. Me..d :to pO.6iUon :tank..6 in :the..
be..am c.hannu. A.6.6e..mbly pJz.oc.e..dUJz.u Me..d :to Jz.e..liably mak.e.. 368 "one..-.6ho:t" k.nine.. e..dge.. vac.uum
Jz.n join:t.6 on :the.. .6ide..-c.ouple..d linac. Me.. al.60 di.6c.I.J.,6.6e..d.

I. INITIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Several methods of providing the supporting
foundation for the LAMPF linac tanks were studied in

the early stages of LAMPF design. These were even
tually reduced to the following two proposals:

1. Concrete piers constructed to be independ
ent of the beam channel floor and anchored to bed
rock below the floor.

2. An integral and continuous support base
consisting of a box beam type of beam channel build
ing in which the floor would provide the supporting

foundation.

The latter method of box beam construction was
chosen when the following criteria were compared:

1. Overall cost
2. Excellent foundation base provided by the

tuff of Mesita de Los Alamos.
3. The favorable experience of SLAC with a

similar type of construction.
4. The integral construction feature of a box

beam would provide maximum strength, with the capa
bility of mitigat-ing any step function deflection
that might be impressed upon the building structure
due to settling, etc.

This beam channel under construction is shown
in Fi g. 1.

The beam channel floor was constructed in a
straight line, as a proton would travel, and not on
a level line referenced to the Earth's gravity and
curvature. This resulted in an elevation correction
of ~ 0.75 in. at the midpoint of the 2,600 ft beam
channel.

Initially, it was proposed to design the

accelerator alignment system around standard optical
tooling techniques using alignment scopes and jig

transits. The emergence of commercial tooling laser
alignment systems during this time of preliminary
design was fortunate for LAMPF. We had considered
a laser alignment system, similar to the one used at
SLAC, as not being justified for LAMPF requirements.
Our early experience with tooling lasers on prototype
linac models, such as the EPA, proved that the com
mercial laser units were much superior to optical
tooling in long linear alignment situations. The

use of tooling lasers was started in mid 1967 at

LAMPF. The details of establishing the accelerator

beam line and other alignment details are covered in
1E. W. Colston's paper.

II. 201 MHz TANK INSTALLATION

The 201 MHz tanks are supported on structural
steel stands which are bolted to steel plates in the
beam channel floor. Each four-section tank is sup

ported by five alignment mounts with the center
mount fixed and the others floating in a constrained
manner to allow for thermal expansion and to maintain
alignment. A typical tank support consisting of an
alignment mount and the structural stand is shown in
Fig. 2.

The 201 MHz portion of LAMPF consists of a sin
gle section tank No.1 and tanks Nos. 2, 3, and 4,
which are made up of four sections each. Tanks
No.1 and No.2 are physically tied together by a
rigid intertank spacer. Tank No. 1 is mounted on a
special track-type alignment mount that allows it to
be moved upstream for disassembly if required. The

*Wnrk performed under the auspices of the United States Atomic Energy Commission.
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intertank spacer and tank end head vacuum joints were

made using aluminum O-rings. Mechanical joints used
to join tank sections were a combination bo1ted
welded type joint as shown in Fig. 3.

A typical installation and assembly sequence
for 201 MHz sections was as follows:

1. Each tank section was prepared for assembly
by bead blasting the interior copper surface and
cleaning the complete unit.

2. Tank Section IIA II was set on its alignment

mounts and positioned on beam line by using a laser
reference line. An alignment fixture, which held
the laser targets, was bolted to each end of the

tank as shown in Fig. 4. After alignment was com
plete and the tank fixed on its mounts, the down
stream end of Tank Section IIA II served as a pilot for
the upstream end of Tank Section IIB II . Tank alignment
was on the order of ±0.010 in. to ±0.015 in., with
closer tolerance work (±0.005 in.) being reserved for

drift tube installation.
3. Tank Section IIB II was attached to Section IIA II

by studs, with dowel pins being used to line up the
joint. Shims were used in the joint to take up man
ufacturing tolerances and to assure proper linear
spacing of the drift tube mounting holes. An across
the-joint drift tube spacing measurement is being
taken in Fig. 5. The position of the downstream end
of Tank Section IIB II was monitored by a laser target,
Fig. 4, during the joint makeup, with corrections

made as necessary to bring it on line. After the IIA II

to IIB II joint was bolted together, the downstream end
of IIB II section was on line and ready to pilot the 11(11

section into position.
4. In a similar fashion, Tank Sections IIC II and

110
11 were joined together to form a four-section 201

MHz tank.

5. The joints were now ready for the final as
sembly welding. A vacuum-tight steel weld was made
around the outside of the joint and an intermittent
steel weld was made on the inside as shown in Fig. 6.
A copper skirt was now welded vacuum tight to the
copper clad steel on the interior of the tank joint.
Details of this welding technique are covered in a
report by James R. Ruhe. 2 Mechanical details of the
201 MHz tanks are detailed in a report by H. G. Wor
stell. 3

6. After all joints were welded and vacuum
checked, the tank was ready for frequency checks and

adjustments, IIQII measurements, and drift tube instal

lation. Drift tube installation and alignment de
tails are covered in Colston's paper. l The completed
and operational 201 MHz Alvarez portion of lAMPF is

shown in Fig. 7.

III. 805 MHz TANK INSTAllATION

The 805 MHz portion of lAMPF consists of 44
modules, the first 8 modules being made up of 4 two
section tanks and 3 bridge couplers. The balance of
36 modules is comprised of 2 four-section tanks and
1 bridge coupler. This gives a grand total of 104

tanks, 352 tank sections, and 60 bridge couplers.

The 44 modules of 805 MHz tanks cover a total linear
distance of ~ 2,400 ft.

The support system for all 805 MHz tanks is a
double I-beam rail assembly fastened to structural
steel piers that are bolted to steel floor plates.

A view of this structure prior to tank installation

is shown in Fig. 8. The pipes located between the
rails in Fig. 8 are laser target stations which were

used to establish and maintain the proton beam cen

terline for .alignment purposes. Each double I-beam
assembly of ~ 25 ft length is fastened to a pier top
plate by 8 clips. These clips are designed to allow
linear expansion along the beam axis and to restrain
any transverse motion. An alignment mount, shown in

Fig. 9, was used to support the tanks on the I-beam

rails and provide precision alignment adjustments.
These mounts are also designed to allow linear expan

sion in one axis and to restrict motion in the other
directions. Ball bushings made it easy to move a
completed module without strain during the Z axis
spacing adjustments. All I-beam lengths, pier loca
tions, intermodule spacings, and later the mounting
hole locations on the rails were established by a
computer printout.

A typical module installation and alignment
sequence was as follows:

1. Compl eted, tank sections - after the assem

bly braze, leak check, cleaning, etc. - were trans
ported from the ETl Building to the 805 MHz beam
channel and stored under the support rails. A mod
ule assembly was usually not started until all tank
sections and bridge couplers for a complete module
were on hand in the beam channel. This was done to
make the installation process as smooth and effi
cient as possible.
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2. The first section of a tank was placed on

its alignment mounts and aligned to the beam line
using laser targets shown in Fig. 10. The laser
targets, mounted in a self-centering fixture as
shown, were inserted in the bore of a tank section.
The O-ring portion of the fixture was designed to
span two drift tube bores and to be a snug slip fit

in the bore diameters which provided a reliable and
automatic centering action. This section was locked
in position after the alignment was complete.

3. A second tank section was now hoisted into
position and made ready for the "knife-edge" vacuum
~nd rf joint that joins tank sections into an inte
gral unit. The details of a knife-edge joint are
shown in Fig. 11. The O-ring shown in the figure
will allow a leaking joint to be differentially

pumped during an emergency condition and until the
joint can be repaired. Since this type of joint can

be reliably assembled only one time, all knife edges

and mating flats were carefully inspected and hand
worked to remove small nicks and scratches on the
sea1i ng surfaces. Inspecti on of each j oi nt was
checked off and recorded on a form shown in Fig. 12.
A typical tank section is being hoisted onto the
rails in Fig. 13. Note the laser alignment target

in the bore of the tank that is mounted on the rails.
A joint is prepared and inspected in Fig. 14 and
brought into position for assembly in Fig. 15. A

steel band was used on the flange o.d. to pilot the
mating flanges and maintain alignment during assem
bly. The bolts were tightened uniformly in small
increments with ~ 6 rounds being made on the joint
before final torque was reached.

4. The balance of tank sections required to
complete a module was assembled as previously de
scribed. Bridge couplers, as shown in Fig. 16, were
assembled to the tank sections with a knife-edge
joint identical to those used on the tank sections.

After five or six modules were installed, a
linear spacing setup was made to position each mod
ule at its exact location in the beam channel. This
setup consisted of a laser reference beam that was
parallel to the proton beam line and offset ~ 48 in.,
a jig transit equipped with a horizontal axis mirror,
and a 300 ft optical tooling tape with Vernier. The
jig transit line of sight was made perpendicular to
the proton beam line by auto-reflecting off the la
ser beam. The transit was then bucked in on a
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preset point on the tooling tape and used to transfer

this point to a tooling hole on the center bridge
coupler of each module. A complete module was then
moved on its alignment mounts (linear ball bushings)

until the two poi nts were coi nci dent. The center
alignment mount was now clamped to restrict linear
motion and fix the module in its correct location.
Linear placement tolerance of each module was

~ ±0.010 in. Overall accumulative errors in the
2,400 ft were minimized by using a full 300 ft setup

each time, making temperature corrections on tape
readings, and the precision transfer of each 300 ft
increment. The 300 ft tooling tape and its Vernier
are shown in Fig. 17.

In general the tank alignment was held to
±0.005 in. or better over 100 ft increments. The

base alignment line was monitored before and after

each tank section assembly. This was done to mini
mize and correct the effect of laser beam drift,
even though a typical base line was usually less than

100 ft long. The most significant causes of laser
drift were temperature differences in air pockets
along the beam channel and cold air currents. Win
ter conditions that would produce inside to outside
temperature differences of 70° to gO°F were the most
difficult to cope with. Temporary fixes were made

using plywood closures over outside openings and
spacing electric heaters in the beam channel. Tem
perature stabilization was still a big problem but
this arrangement made it possible to install several
modules prior to having the cluster building heating
system operational.

By using rigid quality control, careful hand
ling, considerable hand work and patience, all 368

knife edge joints except 3 were vacuum tight at the
first assembly. One leaking joint was caused by
the backup O-ring falling out of its groove and
being pinched in the joint. The second bad joint
was hand reworked and reassembled vacuum tight. It
was determined that the other joint would require a
higher knife edge so that it would make a deeper
"bite" into the soft copper and make a good vacuum
joint. To remove this section from the module for
remachining the knife edge was quite risky since
several other joints would have to be broken and re
worked at the same time, due to the male-female na
ture of the joints. A pneumatic grinding tool was
therefore designed to do the work on the flange with



the tank section in place on the support rails. The
grinding tool shown in Fig. 18 was inserted in the
tank section bore and rotated about that center to
remove metal from the stainless steel flange. This
grinding plus hand work on both flanges resulted in
a vacuum-tight joint when the section was reassem
bled.

Installation of the quadrupole doublet magnets
under each bridge coupler and between each module
was scheduled at intervals when four or five 805 MHz
modules were complete. Each magnet was supported on
a three-point alignment mount, which was bolted dir
ectly to a main support pier. This mpunting mini
mized mechanical coupling between the 805 MHz tanks
and the magnets. Alignment of the magnets was done
with the tooling laser and is described in Colston'sl
paper. These magnets were the last major components
to be put on beam line during the 805 MHz linac as
sembly activity. Other activities which followed
the tank installation included final rf tuning, cool
ing water plumbing, vacuum manifold and pump instal
lation, and beam line monitoring devices.

Fig. 1. 805 MHz beam channel building dur
ing construction
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Fig. 2 201 MHz alignment mount and support pier
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VACWM TIGHT AT ASSEMBLY

THESE FLANGE FACES TO BE
MACHINED AFTER RING WELDING.

SOFT VACUUM GR99~
ALL AROUND ~~~,.........';;"......, ..........."--r--r-,.......,"':;::;""'"-"'::;7-~

INTERMITTENT WELD
60% MIN.

Fig. 3 201 MHz tank section joint

Fig. 5 Drift tube spacing measurement 201 MHz
tank section joint

Fig. 7 LAMPF 201 MHz linac

~62

Fig. 4 Alignment fixture and laser target 201 MHz tank

Fig. 6 Interior steel weld 201 MHz tank
section joint

Fig. 8 805 MHz tank support structure



STAIN. STl. flANGES

&~3u'ifN6
CQUPUNG CAV!IY

805 MHz tank knife edge joint

Fig. 14 Preparation and inspection 805
MHz tank joi nt

Fig. 10 Laser alignment target fixture
805 MHz tanks

Fig. 13 805 MHz tank section hoisting
into position on rails

INITIAlS

805 IItz !IF JOnn M~[Pfl.L y

._.,

Q£CIl: UST - Joint MD. _

.... _-----
1. TAPE BORE I SLOT OPENING ClOSE

2. ClEM lilASS 8EADS FROM FLMGE j()LES

3. RE-IAP 5116 - 18 t()US

4. IIISPECT OlIFE-£Dli[ SURFACE I CLEAR Pi.K' our K)lES

5.INSPECTO-RlfIlGSLRFACE

6. CLEM ALL SURfACES !lITH rrHAJQ.

7. IJiSTAll STUDS

8. ROOVE TAPE OVER OPENINGS I CLEM MEA

9. eHEel I REALIGN (IF NECESSARY) FIXED END OF TANK SEtTlON

10. lfCORO ~X· AIIO ·Y· ALIGII£NT READlliIGS:
UPSTREAM t:l(IIr(m.£AM

'--- '--- '---'
n. ClENI, GR£AS£ I JIISTAlL ().RI/IIG

12. IIrSPECT AU DPElIIINiS AT JO(1f1' RlR oasJRl(T1(JlS, CHIPS, nco
13. POSITICII RING CI»fI Ott filED lA'll SECTlOft.

14. "UGH, POSITJOIf I IlA:JNG TANK SECTJOIlS TOOElllER SlCM.Y

15. lLBRICATE STUDS

16. I1lSTAll WASHERS I HIlTS - TOROJ[ 00kIt JOINT 111II Stf'U UlCRDlDITS

11. TORQ~ sn.os TO 250 • 300 In.-lb.

18. IOI)Y[ RING ClJJIl " LEAK CHECK JOINT

19. RECOftO ROTATIOfl STATUS

Fig. 9 805 MHz tank alignment mount.

Fig. 12 805 MHz rf joint assembly
check list
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Fig. 15 805 MHz tank joint assemoly

Fig. 17 300-foot tooling tape and vernier

%4

Fig. 16 805 MHz bridge coupler assembly

Fig. 18 Grinding tool for knive-edge joint rework




